
CATEGORY SUB-CATEGORY COMMENT 

MISSION   Need to concentrate on our mission and stop focusing on building. 

MISSION 
AGING 

POPULATION 

We need to look ahead to aging population, as in aging in place in homes, can we 

do this with our church 

MISSION 
BEYOND 

WORSHIP 

Support for ideas in which people & families would WANT to come to the church 

or church campus NOT JUST during services.   

MISSION 
BUILD FOR 

MISSION 

Build to meet our mission.  So we need to consider our mission and which aspects 

of that mission are most important – this will drive the direction of our efforts 

with new construction or renovations. 

MISSION 
BUILDING FOR 

OTHERS 
Building for those “not in the room” children, and people who haven’t found us. 

MISSION CHILDREN 

Why are we doing this—what do we want to be doing and what are the facilities 

that will help us do it?  If you want to grow, then children’s programs are 

important.   

MISSION COMMUNITY 

Any new facilities, growth, should reflect our need to interface with the 

community rather than operate independently from the larger community in 

which WUU is based. 

MISSION COMMUNITY 
By improving our campus, we can enhance the whole community beyond just 

WUU 

MISSION COMMUNITY 
How do we service the immediate community? A social hall, bingo night, helps to 

let the community know we are there. 



MISSION COMMUNITY 

I am more and more aware of our function in the community as place where 

liberal ideas can be discussed. I see WUU as a potential center for that kind of 

activity. Not just UU members would come here but other people to do something 

with liberal spirituality. I love the acceptance, the openness of UU philosophy--all 

are worthy, all are welcome. Do an expansion so there’s not a boundary between 

our doors and Williamsburg--people could come and go. Being bright and 

spreading the light. 

MISSION COMMUNITY 

Important to reach out to community—I value it, do participate when the 

opportunity is handed to me—but it’s too late for us to find space downtown. So 

question is how do we accomplish that (reaching out to community). 

MISSION COMMUNITY Like that we are interacting with other religious communities, like homeless, 

MISSION COMMUNITY 
Need for space that could be used to invite different members of the community.  

E.g., housing homeless during winter; no privacy or partitioning.   

MISSION COMMUNITY Need to go into the community or bring them to us 

MISSION COMMUNITY 
Physical outside improved not just for our congregation but for the larger 

community. 

MISSION 
DIVERSITY OF 

MEMBERSHIP 

We as people are not representative of the wider community. We have little 

representation from Latino, African Americans, and other groups. In terms of 

building our future, beyond space needs, how do we increase the diversity of our 

membership? 

MISSION FAMILIES Need to take care of our families (kids and groups like our choir) 

MISSION GROWTH If we build it and they come our voice will be louder in the community. 

MISSION GROWTH 
Need to know how new space would serve the congregation beyond current 

members 

MISSION GROWTH Take seriously the need to grow, meet our own needs, and reach out. 

MISSION GROWTH We have a lot of things people may be searching for so we might grow.   



MISSION INCLUSIVE 

So grateful for Jennifer’s emphasis on trying to get us to be inclusive—want to 

promote and support larger community coming to us (at other times) and on 

Sundays as well. 

MISSION KITCHEN 

Recognize the role of food and kitchen. Community Chapel has a chef—they serve 

breakfasts and gatherings of all kinds. Food is a big item in church life—if there 

isn’t enough kitchen to support fellowship, it’s felt. A kitchen means something 

and has a life of its own. Serve as a (mentor?) of black church—there, it’s all about 

eating. Their fellowship is built around food. They do it well and do a lot of it. 

MISSION KITCHEN 

We all enjoy coming together over food and that has to continue to be an 

important part (of future plans). Kitchen, social space for eating. Examples of 

other churches who value fellowship over food. 

MISSION 
LAUNCH OTHER 

MINISTRIES 
We have a role to play- one of our ministries to launch others of like mind 

MISSION LOCATION 
Our real mission- is our location the best way to serve the community? Without a 

car people can’t get to us 

MISSION OTHERS 

Reinforce about building for those who are not here now—children are going to 

become adults. Whatever we do it’s purpose should be to make ourselves known 

so that others can enjoy what we enjoy. 

MISSION PHASED 

Do everything that is directly connected to our mission for this capital campaign 

(child care is not in our mission). Been in several feasibility studies, it’s pretty 

tough out there—the realist in me says we need a phased approach that is very 

focused and that we can accommodate financially. 

MISSION RELIGIOUS 
Want to be perceived as a religious community, look to other places for 

intellectual stimulation 

MISSION 
SERVE LARGER 

COMMUNITY 

What we do here should not only enhance US but enhance the community. So 

whatever changes we make should be considered in those terms. Not just will it 

serve our needs, but will it enable us to serve the needs of the larger community? 



MISSION 
SERVE LARGER 

COMMUNITY 

Who we are: beyond space, how will the space be used to interface with the 

larger community? 

MISSION SIZE Arlington church is too big for example but we need to be welcoming 

MISSION SMALL GROUPS Love the many smaller group things going on here. 

MISSION SOCIAL JUSTICE  Consider using Parker for homeless. 

MISSION SOCIAL JUSTICE  Need space in an out building that could be used for social justice projects. 

MISSION SOCIAL JUSTICE 

Beyond the physical plant there are big issues in our community, like very poor 

neighbors who live next to the church. There are a lot of poor people in 

Williamsburg --focus on our community. 

MISSION SOCIAL JUSTICE 
General, outreach to the community, our space limits us—soup kitchen, LGBTQ for 

youth, shelter, office space—no place for volunteers 

MISSION SOCIAL SPACE 
Creates opportunities for congregants to interact not just after services but any 

time.   

MISSION SOCIAL SPACE 
We need spaces where we can worship together – but also spaces where we can 

simply BE together.   

MISSION SOCIAL SPACE 

You don’t have meetings unless you have time to nosh together.  This might be 

considered in how we design new space – especially in how we might design 

spaces in which we could have greater interaction with the community, not just 

among congregants.   

MISSION SPACE 
As a liberal voice in our community, we are the beloved church in our community 

and to do that we need more space 

MISSION SPACE 
Mission = social justice and community outreach.  This necessitates larger meeting 

rooms and classroom space.   

MISSION SPACE Mission to be hope for justice, tolerance- need space to be able to do that 



MISSION SPACE 

Space holds us back on activities. Qigong in narthex is not adequate, esp. if it 

grows. Sanctuary would be great but have to move chairs. Love to see that 

continue in more “educational room” not used for the Sunday morning kind of 

spiritual service but more weekday—a room for broader use. On Sundays it would 

be an additional room for educational things. 

MISSION USES 
With good design comes possibilities that spaces can be used for larger 

community purposes – kindermusik, other outside groups.   

MISSION VAN 
Need to get a12-passenger van for picking up WM youth and for working in 

community, to keep undeveloped space and to stay back from the road. 

MISSION W&M Have a presence over by William and Mary 

 


